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with other organisations.
(Did they ever pray at these manitidl e\

dances?)

\

•

Veil, that I can't say. But the way we're carrying it on, we Just put that- in there.
Set, there's a lot of things we added and a lot of things were taken out. Now one '
part of it is where you're gonna prepare for a dance. lou gather at a tent and then
youvapproach the arena together. And if in the course of that march a dog cross'your
path, you kill the dog.
(Is -there any reason for that?)
Ho* It's just one of those rules. lorn can't let no dogs go in front of the maaatldi e.
it

. •

I can't arp1 ^ w it. However, it's just a ru|* they. made. They get arrows* They had
arrows, you know* When they're singing and when they're gonna stop, they holler and
they let them ladies (holler?) — And. if a dog comes in front of them, they kill it.
They can't get ia front of menatfdl1 e\ There's lot of rules like that. That's the
reasoB they abandon that*
'Hew was it tied up with .religion?)

'

It ain't exactly religion, but the* word "religion" has to. do with' our present Native
Imerican Church. But religion in this manatfdl'* 6* w this J^t/dl"1 I., it's put in
amother way, some way—not exactly religion, yet it is. If you believe taat way,
ou're a good member. You believe that way, you. stay with it. Just like thsse different
ieaominations, like ••••and Catholics and whatever you belong to,* If you believe
.hat, it's your religion. Ain't that what it means? Beligion is a belief? /But just
.o have a holiness, or some kind of...Just like tkis peyote meetings,
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(Hall, back then before they had Christian churches and the missionaries, who did
'

,hey pray to?)
Beel* Oar Father.
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That's what they say — daxf \U.

, j
—/and another word —

